
Lr. Janes T. Taeue 	 Rt. 12, Frederifk, Ed. 21701 

Dallas, Texas, 	 1/19/77 

Dear Jim, 

When I receive your letter I'll wail this. I az glad to have heard from you and I 

like what you said and the way you said it. 

There are it other possibilities. I believe they are worth the effort and that you 

can help. It is poseible that others way be willing. This is the reason I've been wanting 
to return to Dallas. However, when Post Morten went to the printer I went to the hospital. 

I have net been able to travel with the book, as is usual. 

My peesonal experiences in Dallas are quite unlike the national ieage of the city. 

People you would expect to refuse to see tee spent such tiae with me. Like Alan Sweatt. 

ue snent nor:: than a half—day with lee. 

If I can eel; there eeain I can bring with 40 otidenco I did not have before. There 

are people I have met there who I think will understand it and will be willing not to 

be silent. Only by the effort can we learn. 

It is hot uncoeeon for as to be awakened by the phone. It is uncoeeen for me aot to 

fall asleep again as I soon as my  head is on the pillow. I was awake quite some time 

last night thinking about your deeire to help. It also eeans such to a; when people 

are true to the ancient turd honored American traEition, of having; decent concern, the 

simple words of the founding fathers. 

It has been ti me belief fro: the first that the only way ace can heap oursel2es 
of the consequxuces of this trauma is by raking the institutioae of society work. One 

of these institutions is the courts. Thryde not always work. But within ny experience 

they also do not always fail. I ae notrin the eidst of a case where the court is failing 

but in spite of it I as obtaining a groat number of once—secret records thet will *cake an 

ueusual archive students will be able to study for years. I ae going into this to encourage 

you to my belief, that with an effort there is no such thing as a failure, for us or from 

the tallith; court. The effort that i$ producing teis unprecedeate.1 yield goes back to 

1939 directly and indirectly to early 1965. I hae a court failure with a suit to which I'll 
return. it began in 1966. The Supreee Court even ruled against ee. But fertuaately for .ore 

■..e at this point I became associated with a fine young lawyer who has handled my 

oases since then. This losing case, the only one I've lost, tureed out to be the ereetcet 

-victory because it wan cited by the Congress as the first of four ..2.7:: e='euiring the 

improvine of the law. Se, in the case in which the jie3ele has not net a judge's obligations 

and hae for all practical purposes been an arm of Government I as obtaining mere records 

than one can imagine. 1'e assured of net lose than 20,000 pages on that one subject. I 

an eettine them at a rate of eore than 500 a week. This is hardly failure. I go into this 

se you can understand that en the one hand you net expect too such to begin with and on 

the other realize that the seed planted this year nay not germinate until next year. 

When I returned to bed after we talked I did think of your deeire to help and ex' 

how you ray be aele to. By Tivine evidence iffi4one of these law suits in Waehington about 

what you know can be one way. I'll explain this and I'll also take it up with ny lawyer. 

I an suingr the results of certain scientific testa, as you'll recall free the jtlast part of Pe Morton. Some of these testa are of those of the impact that caused your 

injury. What little has been given um is fake. It cannot be all unless the FBI began by 

knowine it was a fake. You can prove that what they have gives as is not authentic, whether 

or not it is what they tester. You gave we the clue last night. I'd rather sot go into 

this new net to influence your recollections. Once the most honest of us knows what is of 

interest there is always the danger of what lawyers call "confabulation," the filling in 

of gaps by the wind, without this being intentional. So if we do not inform you in advauce 

we'll be certain of a eore solid record and that is what we want anyway. 



Pa rather that at least to be .n with you Cp<o indication that you arc obtaining 
anything fer me. The reacen is not to attract any reeiatence to it. Some people, as you 
eentieeed, have personal concerns, as for job security. Others have other reasons for 
uot vaatine to say other than the ofeiciala say. One example is that I wrote Tom Dillard 
about another picture he had taken and had never been used. ele did not reply. 

Becauseme of your personal involvement you sae tell each person that because of this 
involvement you want to have some records of your own, for your kids, etc. 

It is not possible that the Warren ‘;11615483i011 tot all the pictures, of anything and 
of that curbstone in particular. ley third book is en the superesion of soeo pictures 
and the eisuse of ethers. I have never heard of a news photographer who with plenty of 
thee tooka only cue picture. Dillard =List have wore. I know he does of the TSBD when he 
eot to that point. He should of the curbstone. There say even be soap of you with your 
check ahewiag blood. Or soee at the tine the police first spoke to you at that spot. 
Please try and get all of these, no matter how ouch they may seem to duplicate each other. 
If there are any questions, well, you were involved, this is now part of the country's 
history, and you want as complete a record in your featly as poosible. 

Underwood's film is 16mm. It would be best to get all of it if some of it has not 
already disappeared. I can have individual frames made into still pictures up hero. The 
copyine of 16 ee film is automatic and inexpensive. If it were possible to obtain the 
film he took at the TSBD that would be great but if he resists on this or the station 
does do not push on it. The ieportant thing new is that curbstone. 

They e7nerally ask for releases, and this is proper. It means that nobody can make 
commercial use of their property.l wouldd, of course, abide by this. I have had only 
one station refuse to let ec have a copy in all these years and they did show as what 
I wanted to see. 

After this I'd go to the police and the sheriff's office and Leek° thin same request of 
then. There is no need for secrecy. There was no eenfieeutial iafereant to be protected, 
etc. Just tell then that you would like all the records about this because it is now 
history and there really is no reason for then not to 1st you have them. If Texas has a 
Froodoe of Inforeatiou law they cannot refuse theta. But Ili just ask first at least and 
not push until later, should it becoee necessary. 

Duplicates of all of these records are supposed to have been given to the State 
court of Inquiry. The set of then that was deposited in the Library of Coneress is not 
co.:plate. I have that set. The west obvious proof of iatempleteness is that it does 
late have seise reports I obtained from the Warren Ooewission files that were provided by 
Dallas authorities and it does not contain the index. Some of the recorea arc steeped 
"Indexed." All of this should be nen-secret and in the Texas State Archives at Austin. 
Sone years ago the Lan in chargei was a hr. Day. The initial request if your were epee 
not take you to Austin should be for the index and the records relating to yeu. If you 
know people who are 11( er who know State officials this sway be easier. But there really 
is no secrecy involved in any of this. It was all given to the federal euvornecnt and all 
is supeosed to be available. The problea is that B0,41 has disappeared. I learned this in 
the printout of the eircefiln free the Library of Congress. I believe I have the uicre-
file gee I know I have the printout. 

I would rather be able to examine the film of the murk, whatever you can get, and 
talk to the lawyer, tiliu Lesar, before carrying any possible testimony, whether in the 
fora of an affidavit or live or any other way. But please be assured that it will not 
in any way be underhend, aeythlne but ceapletely open aee lieit:e. to weet you know and 
saw and if you were told, what you were told by whoa. I think you can see how records 
could be helpful in this. After I can go over this stuff I nay or nay not know macro. If 
I learn store that would be helpful ir providing questions to aek you that you could teen 
respond to. Please eecuee ey bad typing;. If ey wife can I'll ask her to reed and correct 
this. Again thanks for canine and for your telicf in our traditions. Sineerely,, 



HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER.... 

J F K assassination evidence suppressed for 

12 years! 

The actual documents and pictures! 

• The end of the coverup — official lies 

exposed. 

• Never such an investigation -

never such evidence! 

• By the one man the FBI certified in court 

knows more about the J FK assassination than 

anyone in the FBI. 

• The actual official documents the Warren 

Commission did not have and did not want -

reproduced here. 

• The actual documents signed by J F K's own 

Navy doctor ''verifying" how he was killed, 

approving the destruction of evidence and 

proving there was a conspiracy ! 

• The actual scientific proof that Oswald 

could not have killed J FK — suppressed to now. 

• The actual TOP SECRET Commissioner deliberations when they learned Hoover and the FBI hod 

them boxed in to prevent any real investigation and their decision to destroy that record — reproduced 

here. 

• The actual suppressed proof of a conspiracy and how it was hidden by both the Commission and 

the FBI. 

• What the FBI suppressed and proof it and the Commission deliberately faked evidence and phonied 

the official explanation of how J F K was assassinated. 

• How Hoover did it all, knowing what he was doing. 

• The autopsy evidence, medical evidence, ballistics evidence, not previously known — officially 

suppressed. 

• This is the report of a decade—long investigation like no other, giving the real documentary proofs, 

telling how they were obtained and where. 

• It must — it will — cause a new investigation for which it provides hundreds of pages of evidence 

suppressed until now. 

• Never in history such proofs as here for the first time ore reproduced — the documents themselves! 

HAROLD WEISBERG, Publisher 	 $ 10.00; by insured mail $ 10.75 



UNPRECEDENTED INVESTIGATION 

BY UNPRECEDENTED MEANS - 

UNPRECEDENTED RESULTS 

• From the moment those thundering shots fired in Dallas November 22, 1963, reverberated around the 

world, one man alone has dedicated his life to a full investigation of that "crime of the century" in all 

its frightening ramifications. 

• To this investigation of a magnitude without literary parallel. Harold Weisberg took a combination 

of unusual skills. He was an investigative reporter, Senate investigator and editor, OSS analyst and 

legal investigator. 

• He invented the "underground" book to bypass commercial publisher's fear of government on this then 

taboo subject, exposing the official lies by which this assassination was "solved." 

WHITEWASH: The Report on the Warren Report  made publishing history and opened the subject. 

Dating to February 1965, it is the first book, basic, definitive and unchallenged. 

• His six books on the J F K assassination are the works that first brought to light virtually all the 

misrepresented and suppressed evidence. These books and his work methods break new ground in 

investigative reporting. When he could not rescue the evidence from official suppression, he sued 

the government for it, becoming the writer to make most use of the "freedom of information" law. 

Congress cited one of these suits as the first of four requiring amending of that low. It then overrode 

the veto of President Ford, former Warren Commissioner and one of those who agreed to "destroy" 

the record of its own guilty knowledge. 

• These remain the basic books on the J F K assassination. They also report the first and most 

thorough and extensive resurrection from suppression of the officially ignored evidence, reproduced 

in facsimile in all the books. 

• FRAME-UP and Weisberg's subsequent investigations laid the basis for getting the assassination 

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in court by providing o defense for James Earl Ray. 
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ORDER FORM 

	 WHITEWASH: The Report on the Warren Report 
POSTPAID 	$6.25 

- WHITEWASH II: The FBI - Secret Service Coverup 
POSTPAID 	$6.25 

- PHOTOGRAPHIC WHITEWASH: 
Suppressed Kennedy Assassination Pictures 

POSTPAID 	$6.25 
WHITEWASH IV: Top Secret JFK Assassination 

Transcript 	 POSTPAID 	$6.25 

FRAME-UP: The Martin Luther King / James Earl 

Ray Case 	 INSURED 	$10.75 

- POST MORTEM: JFK Assassination Coverup Smashed 
INSURED 	$ 10.75 

Enclosed is $ 	  

Name 	  

Street 	  

City 

State 	  Zip 	 

(For insurance on  WHITEWASH series, 

add 504) 

Maryland Residents add sales tax 
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